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From the demand side, there is a
big disparity in the take-up of
digital technologies in European
industry, by size, sector and
Member State.

Arian Zwegers
Programme Officer, Unit A2 – Technologies and Systems for Digitising
Industry, DG CONNECT, European Commission
“From the demand side, there is a big disparity in the take-up of digital technologies
in European industry, by size, sector and Member State,” said Mr Zwegers, adding
that on the supply side, Europe is not the leading region in the world for ICT technologies.
He briefly explained the Commission’s Digitising European Industry (DEI), the aim of
which is to reinforce the EU’s competitiveness in digital technologies and to ensure that
every industry in Europe can fully benefit from digital innovations. It focuses on five parts:
National initiatives, Digital Innovation Hubs, Partnerships and Platforms, Skills and Jobs,
and the Regulatory Framework. Several (15) Member States have set up national
initiatives on digitising industry. Digital Innovation Hubs are competence centres in
regions that support SMEs in their digital transformation, via knowledge, experiments,

access to finance, etc. Partnerships, such as Public-Private Partnerships, Joint
Undertakings, and more informal partnerships such as AIOTI, develop future technology
building blocks. Digital Industrial Platforms bring these building blocks together for
specific vertical sectors. Mr Zwegers said that digitalisation of industry needs the right
skills and jobs, and that the Regulatory Framework sets the framework conditions for
digitalisation of industry. Free flow of data is one of the legislative parts. Turning his
attention to the Data Economy package, Mr Zwegers said that the data economy
combines personal data (General Data Protection Regulation), government data (a public
online consultation was open until December 2017 on the Public Sector Information (PSI)
directive), research data (via the Open Research Data Pilot H2020, principle of FAIR
research data, European Open Science Cloud) and industry-held data (open consultation
in 2017H1, various actions in 2018).

Data without analytics is value
not yet realised.

Mathias Coopmans
Global Senior Manager, Pre-Sales Support, SAS Institute
Mr Coopmans spoke about the growing amount of data and data analytics in all sectors
and industries. For example, every day the world creates 2,500 petabytes of data. In the
past two years, mankind has generated more data than in the preceding 5,000 years
combined. Yet 80% of all enterprise data today remains unstructured, which is a big
hurdle to overcome in analytics. He explained how an enterprise analytics culture
depends on long-term success in people, processes, technology and data. He focused
on artificial intelligence, which he defined as the science of training computers to perform
tasks that typically require human intelligence to complete. However, AI is not a crystal
ball, nor is it intelligent, autonomous robots or self-creating/correcting models. It also does
not lead to perfect model prediction, nor to automated data preparation. Mr Coopmans
gave three examples of the use of data. One of these is the early detection of cancer
through innovative methods to analyse digital pictures of patients. Another is 3D soccer
data generation via cameras aimed on the complete pitch; they can even predict what is

going to happen. This is being used to provide advice to football teams on areas of
weakness. A third one relates to an inland waterways traffic project in the Netherlands,
which is looking at using data to predict failure of canal lock components and stimulate
preventive maintenance. Finally, he pointed out that “data without analytics is value not
yet realised.”

A patent assertion entity (or nonpracticing entity) is an
organisation whose aim is to
acquire patents and capture
revenues from them, without
actually using them in a
manufacturing process.

Kim Gagné
Executive Director, European Cloud Alliance

Mr Gagné raised a warning for companies working in the cloud, which is Intellectual
Property (IP) wars or disputes. He said that “a patent assertion entity (or non-practicing
entity) is an organisation whose aim is to acquire patents and capture revenues from
them, without actually using them in a manufacturing process.” This has given rise to a
22% increase in cloud-based litigation in the US over the last five years, and PAEs have
increased their acquisition of cloud patents by 35%. European concerns are not immune
from this. He said that PAEs tend to go after the smaller players as they will settle quickly
with them. Mr Gagné described various methods to address this IP risk. Traditional
methods include legislation, court decisions, insurance, risk shifting by contract, patent
portfolio development, and obtaining licenses to third party. But, said Mr Gagné, it’s difficult
for smaller companies to be engaged in these areas all the time. He said that what now
exists are industry-led private ordering programs to address IP risk in which providers

help smaller concerns manage their IP risk. They do this by providing IP mitigation
services in the cloud. These can be non-for-profit patent assertion communities, or
programmes from cloud service providers such as Microsoft Azure. It offers uncapped
indemnification to their customers and covers open source software. They also have a
patent pick program, enabling customers to use Microsoft patents in their defence.

Digital transformation
across Europe is not
happening at the required
pace or scale across all
regions, which is a great
concern.

Patrick Grant
Adviser, Internal Market Department, BusinessEurope
Mr Grant said that Member States are advancing towards digital transformation at
different speeds and with different methods, and thus the benefits are not evenly spread.
In other words, “digital transformation across Europe is not happening at the
required pace or scale across all regions, which is a great concern.” He would like to
see the continued proliferation of a European network of digital innovation hubs across all
regions to support the coordination of private and public investment at the right time and
in the right technologies. Businesses have a role to play, while investors need to be more
willing to take calculated risk on investments in innovative ideas; otherwise these
businesses will move to regions outside Europe where they can get the capital they
require. He said that financing in world-class digital infrastructure is vital to deliver the
technologies needed across all regions and not just urban ones. “At the same time,

without sufficient protection of these technologies we could be putting our industrial
sectors and citizens at risk.” Mr Grant pointed out that Member States need to understand
growing cybersecurity challenges in order to mitigate them, and that a European
coordinated response to cybersecurity is essential. In this respect he remarked that the
Commission’s proposal for a cybersecurity act should grant ENISA a permanent mandate
to coordinate Member State responses to cyberattacks. It will also ensure that all private
sector players take cybersecurity seriously through the creation of a specific
cybersecurity certification framework for connected products and services. He would like
to see greater importance being placed on the protection of IP. On big data, he envisions
an end to data localisation measures, to facilitate the free flow of non-personal data.

Open discussion
Mr Ataya asked how unstructured data can be structured to provide value. Mr Coopmans
said that there are indeed vast volumes of unstructured data in documents, images and
audio files that need to be structured, but techniques are available and are being used to
translate them into structured databases. He said there are many innovative projects that
are getting the benefits out of unstructured data and linking it to the more traditional,
structured data. Mr Zwegers pointed out that when it comes to B2B data sharing, obstacles
do currently exist, pertaining for example to the free flow of data, especially for nonpersonal data.

A delegate asked how Europe could lead on data in the manufacturing sector, especially
considering the strong European manufacturing base. Mr Coopmans has noticed
obstacles to digitisation in two specific areas. One is the slowness of people to adopt new
technologies; the other is the lack of maturity of processes. He said that sharing of best
practices is essential, as is the creation of in-house innovation practices. Mr Gagné pointed
to the German automotive industry as being very advanced in this area and world leaders,
while Europe is also leading in aircraft diagnostics. He suggested that it’s not just about
best practice sharing, but best practice poaching.

A delegate asked about the issue of trust in the cloud; as nobody will use the cloud if they
don’t trust it. Mr Gagné agreed, and said that when it comes to the handling of data, two
tracks are essential. One is cybersecurity, where the data has to be protected from
unauthorised access, and here he believes that a tremendous amount of work and
international cooperation is happening. However, he alluded to the fact that not only
private actors but also State actors are trying to breach these cybersecurity measures:
“this is going to be the eternal struggle for the big data industry.” The second area is to
protect consumer privacy, where he considers that Europe places a greater premium on
personal privacy than on the other side of the Atlantic. Mr Grant added that he would like
to see Member States doing more to raise consumer awareness of cybersecurity
protection and basic cyber hygiene. On privacy and GDPR, he said that enforcement is
going to begin on 25th May this year, “but only 5 of the 13 Commission guidelines in key
areas like transparency and consent are currently complete and drafted.” He said that
Member States also have their own guidelines, which should businesses take account of?

On the question whether AI will lead to job losses, Mr Zwegers said that some studies say
AI will not lead to job losses, whereas others say it will.A recent study found that over 70%
of consumers believe jobs will disappear with the implementation of AI. He said that this is
a concern that has to be addressed. He believes one way to address it is through skills
development, which concerns Member States, industry, universities and management
schools. Mr Grant agreed that while there may be consumer concerns, AI has to be
looked at from the point of view of its benefits. Examples include greater efficiency for
society, improvements in healthcare and transport, and more efficient energy systems. He
said that citizens care about these things, so it is important not to talk about AI diminishing
jobs, but on how AI can “change tasks”. He gave the example of the introduction of ATMs.
While this reduced the number of bank tellers, these people were able to move into other
areas such as customer care and insurance.

